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May
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
C832101A
Tchaikovsky Symphony 6
CBSO/Andris Nelsons

April
BBC Chamber Choice
HMC902076
Mozart String Quartets
Jerusalem Quartet

March IRR Outstanding
ArcanaA358 
Palestrina Missa Papae Marcelli 
Odhecaton

March IRR Outstanding
Signum SIGCD186 Aaron Jay 
Kernis Goblin Market 
The New Professionals

May
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
HMU807550
Bach Arias & Cantatas 
Elizabeth Watts, English Concert/Harry Bicket

May
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
ALPHA651
Orgue de Luneville  
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I

HMD9909028/29 
Barcode: 794881968794
2 DVDS 
Handel Belshazzar DVD

HMD9809028
Barcode: 794881997190
BLURAY 
Handel Belshazzar bluray 

G.F. HANDEL
Belshazzar  
Kenneth Tarver (Belshazzar); Rosemary Joshua (Nitocris); 
Bejun Mehta (Cyrus); Kristina Hammärström (Daniel); 
Neal Davies (Gobrias); Christina Sampson, Lucy Taylor, 
Andrew Radley, Richard Wilberforce, Vernon Kirk, 
Andrew Davies; RIAS Kammerchor;
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin / René Jacobs (conductor)

Directed by Christof Nel – A Film by Don Kent
set designer Roland Aeschlimann
costume designer Bettina Walter
Produced by Bel Air Media / Festival d’Aix-en-Provence 2008 

Handel's Belshazzar at the Aix Festival was imported from the Staatsoper Berlin. Berlin had built a huge, 
magnificent production and imported English and American opera singers, including star-turn counter-
tenor Bejun Mehta.  Add to this a superb local Baroque instrumental ensemble and an accomplished vocal 
ensemble, not to mention the world-renowned early music conductor, René Jacobs:  and voilà, an operatic 
hit.
Christof Nel, a well-respected director in progressive German opera houses teamed up with famed Swiss 
minimalist set designer Roland Aeschlimann and costume designer Bettina Walter to create a production 
which respected the supposed austerity of oratorio. This experienced team brought Handel's not-so-high 
drama and philosophic tragedy to almost operatic dramatic standards as the Persian prince Cyrus overran 
the dissolute Babylonians and freed the captive Jews.

“The Persian prince Cyrus, was sumptuously sung in heroic stances by Bejun Mehta; Rosemary Joshua, 
Belshazzar's mother Nitocris, sang in convincingly Handelian terms, and convincingly portrayed  a re-
ligious zealot troubled by her wayward son.  Most beautiful too was the singing of Neal Davies as the 
Syrian Gobrias, whose son had been killed by the dissolute emperor Belshazzar, a role also well sung 
and broadly characterised by American tenor, Kenneth Tarver.  
The star of the show was the RIAS-Kammerchor, able to personify Babylonians or Jews at the drop 
of a hat, singing magnificently. The Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin again proved itself a world-class 
chamber ensemble." musicwebinternational

ADVERTISED IN GRAMOPHONE, BBC, IRR
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC902077 Handel Opera Arias - Ombra Cara: 
Bejun Mehta, Rosemary Joshua; Freiburger Barockorchester / Rene Jacobs
*****/***** BBC Music Magazine
Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week 
"AMERICAN Bejun Mehta is a phenomenon among today's countertenors. 
...in this disc (and accompanying behind-the-scenes DVD) devoted 
entirely to Handel arias he explores a universe of colour and emotion, 
and demonstrates the sheer effortlessness of his delivery (never once 
do you sense that slight unnatural unease so common among average 
countertenors) with the supremely stylish backing of the Freiburg Baroque 
Orchestra under René Jacobs. Welsh soprano Rosemary Joshua also features." The Scotsman *****

NB RELEASED MAY 30TH
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HMU807527 
Barcode: 093046752767
NORMAL PRICE SACD 

STORIES - BERIO AnD fRIEnDS
Luciano BERIO A-Ronne; John CAGE Story; 
Jackson MAC LOW The Turtle Assymetries;
Roger MARSH Not a Soul but Ourselves; 
Sheldon FRANK As I Was Saying; 
Cathy BERBERIAN Stripsody 

Theatre of Voices / 
Paul Hillier (artistic director)

Paul Hillier leads Theatre of Voices in a fascinating programme centred on Luciano Berio: "Although not all 
these composers actually knew each other, I think of them as a group of mutual friends with shared interests 
and predilections. If there is a link between them it is perhaps the influence of John Cage, though it could 
almost equally have been the personality of Cathy Berberian. I’ve had the privilege of meeting them all 
except Berio.
The largest work is Berio’s A-Ronne, which is for me an iconic example of the representative madrigal in 
modern dress. Mostly the pieces appear to tell a story – or stories – but avoid getting to the point. Two of 
them advance in straight lines by following the alphabet (A-Ronne, Stripsody), while others go round in 
circles, around and around." Paul Hillier

The Grammy®-award winning ensemble Theatre of 
Voices was founded by Paul Hillier in 1990. Current 
projects include music ranging from Dowland, 
Carissimi, Buxtehude and Bach, to many of today’s 
most eminent composers such as Arvo Pärt, Steve 
Reich, John Cage, Pelle Gudmundsen Holmgreen, and 
David Lang.
Paul Hillier is from Dorset. In 2006 he was awarded 
the O.B.E. for services to choral music and in 2007 he 
received the Order of the White Star of Estonia. His 
recordings have won numerous awards including two 
Grammys®. He was Principal Conductor of the Estonian 
Philharmonic Chamber Choir from 2001 to 2007 and he 
currently conducts Ars Nova Copenhagen, the National 
Chamber Choir of Ireland (Dublin), and the Coro Casa 
da Música (Porto).

CONCERT: 
ST Luke's Music Education Centre May 8th, 11am
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HMC902085 
Barcode: 794881984923 
NORMAL PRICE CD 

ROSE Of SHAROn
100 Years of American Music (1770-1870)

Ensemble Phoenix Munich: 
Lydia Brotherton (soprano); 
Deborah Rentz-Moore (mezzo); 
Timothy Leigh Evan (tenor, drum); 
Joel Frederiksen (bass, guitar); 
Karen Walthinsen (violin); Andreas Haas (flute); 
Domen Marinčič (cello); Axel Wolf (guitar)
  

On The Rose of Sharon, vocalist Joel Frederiksen is accompanied by the Ensemble Phoenix in a programme of 
rarely heard American church music from the 18th and 19th centuries. The focus is on a religious movement 
called the ‘Great Awakening’ and the disc includes songs of the Quakers, Shakers and the Moravian Brethren.
The release takes its name from a passage in the Song of Solomon that was set by William Billings in his 
1778 book, “The Singing Master’s Assistant.” Billings is widely considered to be the “father of American choral 
music.” 
The activities of Joel Frederiksen, artistic director of Ensemble Phoenix Munich, are many-faceted. As a bass 
singer he has performed with Jordi Savall, Paul O’Dette, and Stephen Stubbs and with the ensembles Musica 
fiata, Freiburger Barockorchester, Josquin Capella, Ensemble Gilles Binchois, Huelgas Ensemble, The Waverly 
Consort and the Boston Camerata. As a singer who plays the lute, Joel Frederiksen is a leading interpreter 
of music by the English lutenist songwriters and of early Italian Baroque music. His wide-ranging basso 
profundo voice and his expressive performances have earned him worldwide acclaim.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC901983 The Elfin Knight
“the lion’s share of the singing goes to Frederiksen, whose rich, clear bass seems capable of an 
almost infinite degree of tonal shading.  His diction is impeccable, as is his taste” IRR
HMC901999 O felice morire
“superb performances... With ‘O felice morire’ Frederiksen, who adds to his gift for clear, expressive 
declamation an uncommon vocal flexibility and depth and richness of tone, shows us just how 
exciting and genuinely moving an experience it can be.” IRR
Lay me low - Shaker Spiritual
 The Battle for Freedom: 
The Morning Trumpet – 
Benjamin Franklin White 
He comes, the hero comes! - Henry Carey 
The President's March – Philip Phile 
The Death of General Wolfe - America, 1790s 
/ Arr. JF
Jefferson and Liberty (The Gobby O) - Ireland, 
1780s
The Father of American Choral Music William 
Billings: America, God is the king, 
I am the rose of Sharon 

Shape Notes & Singing Schools:
The Gentleman Soldier, 1907
Leander - Tennessee Harmony, 1818 
Drumdelgie - Scotland, Anon,
Northfield - Jeremiah Ingalls 
Captain Kidd - Anonymous / 
Arr. Joel Frederiksen
Wondrous Love - William Walker 
Shaker Spirituals:
Come life, Shaker life, O love, sweet love,
Now, my dear companions,
Who will bow and bend like a willow, 
My carnal life, Stubborn Oak,
Tis the gift to be simple

Music from the Civil War:
The Army of the Free 
Maryland, my Maryland 
Lorena - J.P. Webster,
Dixie's Land - Daniel D. Emmett,
Dance me a Jig - Al Wood
Revival Meetings and Spirituals:
Hard times come again no more - 
Stephen Collins Foster 
Sinner Man - Traditional /Arr. Joel Frederiksen
Hear, O Lord, when I cry – 
Massah M. Warner 
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LES LEÇONS PARTICULIERES DE MUSIQUE / PRIvATE MUSIC LESSONS
6 DVDs uncovering great musicians of our time, in a series edited by François Manceaux & 
Olivier Bernager, in partnership with Arte & France Musique. Approx 1 hour running time.   
   ADvERTISED IN BBC MUSIC        DvD PRICE 

HMD9909039
Barcode: 794881987191
YURI BASHMET 
viola - a film by Jacques Deschamps 
J.S. Bach First Sonata violin (viola tr.); 
Brahms Sonata Op. 120; 
Dvorak Serenade for Strings Op. 22; 
Schubert Arpeggione Sonata 
Young Yuri was brought up on Jimi 
Hendrix and The Beatles. Filmed during 
the summer of 1990, taking advantage of 
glasnost. Students: Danilo Rossi, Andrei 
Gridchuk, Claire Bobij 

HMD9909040 
Barcode: 794881987290
nIKITA MAGALOff 
piano - a film by Thierry Bénizeau 
Chopin Ballade No. 2 & Barcarolle Op. 60; 
Schubert Vom Mitleiden & Maria Impromptu 
No. 2 D899; Schumann Phantasiestücke; 
Stravinsky Tango 
Magaloff provides three lessons: one 
focusses on the young Philip Cassard, more 
disciple than student. Everything is said 
with charm, simplicity and above all tact + 
Patricia Pagny, Hiroko Sakagami

HMD9909038
Barcode:  794881987092
GÉRARD POULET 
violin - a film by Catherine Zins 
JS Bach Chaconne BWV 1004; 
Brahms Trio No. 2; Debussy Violin Sonata; 
Ysaÿe Sonata Op. 27 No. 2; Mozart Violin 
Concerto K211; Sibelius Violin Concerto 
Teaching is a practice essential to his 
condition as a soloist. students Renaud 
Capuçon, Thierry Huchin, Mary Scheuble 

HMD9909036
Barcode: 794881986897
KEnnETH GILBERT 
harpsichord - a film by Michel follin
JS Bach Italian Concerto BWV 971, 
Partita BWV828; F. Couperin La Visionnaire, 
Les Ombres errantes, Passacaglia; 
Froberger Fantasy 

Kenneth Gilbert, the master makes his 
points in soft-spoken fashion, Olivier 
Baumont, his student, rejoinders and 
argues! 

HMD9909041
Barcode: 794881987399
JOSE VAn DAM 
baritone - a film by Jean-françois Jung 
Pelléas et Melisande, Fauré – Les Berceaux, 
Marriage of Figaro, Barber of Seville, 
Strauss Salome & Allerseelen, Don Carlo 
Undisputed star, Karajan protegée, and 
Belgian national treasure, Jose Van Dam 
reveals his power as a teacher with 
students Florence Bonnafous, Renaud 
Drouot, Marie Paule Fayt, Caroline Fevre, 
Vincent Le Texier, Helen Perraguin... 

HMD9909037
Barcode: 794881986996
MAREK JAnOWSKI
conductor - a film by Michel follin 
Beethoven Egmont Overture Op. 84; 
Mozart Symphony No. 41 ‘Jupiter’; 
Berlioz Requiem 
Experience is all, but, Janowski advises 
Olivier Dejours, firstly be a good musician, 
be an excellent player, good coach and 
reach out to others. 
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Third and final release in the complete Beethoven violin sonatas from Alina Ibragimova & Cédric Tiberghien 
WHLIVE0045 

Barcode: 5065000924478
        MID PRICE CD 

BEETHOVEN
Violin Sonatas Vol. 3
Violin Sonata No. 6 in A major Op. 30 No. 1 
Violin Sonata No 3 in E flat major Op. 12 No. 3 
Violin Sonata No 9 in A major ‘Kreutzer’ Op. 47 

Alina Ibragimova (violin); Cédric Tiberghien (piano)

Marking the end of their unanimously-praised series, “star-kissed young performers,” [The Times] Alina 
Ibragimova and Cédric Tiberghien, release the third and final volume in their live recordings of the complete 
Beethoven violin sonatas. 
The duo’s recordings on Wigmore Hall Live have set new standards, with volumes one and two garnering 
superb 5* reviews and several ‘Editor’s choice’ accolades. 
This last release features sonatas No.6 in A op.30 no.1 and No. 3 in E flat op.12, as well as the No.9 in A op.47, 
better known as the 'Kreutzer', Beethoven’s biggest and most challenging sonata. After its live performance 
at the Wigmore Hall in May 2010, The Times commented “The duo’s boldest showcase was the Kreutzer 
Sonata, with its firecracker outer movements and lovely soft centre” and “Ibragimova’s bow worked 
overtime. Loose threads kept dangling. Her pizzicato was wicked.”
In accomplishing works that many artists do not attempt until late in their career, the duo have brought 
something new and original to this pinnacle of the chamber repertoire: “the partnership with Tiberghien 
sounds fresh and spontaneous [Financial Times]. Meanwhile BBC Music Magazine, in its 5* review, comments 
“[Ibragimova] has the kind of tone and expression that pins you to the back of your seat.”
The duo, who met on the BBC Radio 3’s New Generation Artists scheme over five years ago, describe their 
playing and recording of the complete sonata cycle as, as much a personal as a musical journey.  Tiberghien 
comments “To travel through all ten sonatas, to play them live, is really something that changes you, as a 
musician and also as a human being”. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
WHLIVE0036 Beethoven Violin Sonatas 1
WHLIVE0041 Beethoven Violin Sonatas 2

“profoundly expressive yet thoughtful playing.” Gramophone Magazine

“Sheer genius.” Classic FM Magazine

“an electrifying partnership.” The Times

Front Cover of BBC Music Magazine
Front Cover of International Record Review

AdveRtIsed In BBC, GRAMophone, IRR, ClAssIC FM
poster Campaign
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RCO10004 
Barcode: 5425008377018
2 HYBRID 5.0 SACDs MID PRICE

Gustav MAHLER 
Symphony 3 in D minor 
(1893-96, revised 1906, K.H. Füssl Edition)

Netherlands Radio Choir, 
Boys of the Breda Sacrament Choir, 
Rijnmond Boys’ Choir,
Bernarda Fink (mezzo soprano); 
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra / Mariss Jansons 
Recorded Live Concertgebouw Amsterdam on 3-5 February 2010

The Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra is steadfastly progressing with its Mahler cycle under the direction of 
its chief conductor Mariss Jansons. Following the releases of the First, Second, Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, 
the orchestra now turns its attention to the Third Symphony. 
Jansons and his Amsterdam-based orchestra performed the Symphonies Nos. 2, 3 and 8 in the 2009–11 
seasons as part of the full, chronological series of performances given by the Concertgebouw Orchestra of 
Gustav Mahler’s symphonies to commemorate his 150th birthday and the 100th anniversary of his death. 
The series is being performed under the direction of various conductors.
Jansons stands out in these performances with an astonishing ear for the minutest of details. Jansons 
possesses the ability to integrate all into the virtually infinite overarching climaxes that can make listening to 
Mahler’s symphonies such an exciting experience.

“Everything about the shape, pacing and grandeur of Mr. Jansons’s account suggested that he and 
his players took Mahler’s grand design to heart. While individual details may seem beside the point, 
it was hard not to be awed by the solidity of the horn playing in the expansive, exposed line that 
introduces the work. And the shapely offstage posthorn solos in the third movement, to say nothing 
of the solo string and woodwind lines that emerge throughout the score, provided an appealing 
counterweight to the high-impact full ensemble playing. 
The strings, particularly in Mr. Jansons’s plangent reading of the finale, were rich-toned and supple, 
qualities matched by the remarkably focused woodwind and brass sections. And given Mahler’s 
penchant for explosive climactic writing (as often in midmovement as in his endings), the ensemble’s 
percussionists were in their element.” New York Times

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
RCO010102 Mahler 2
“Mariss Jansons's reading of Mahler's Resurrection Symphony with the Royal Concertgebouw 
Orchestra was the year's symphonic highlight.”  The Independent on Sunday
CD Review Disc of the Week

RCO06001 Mahler 6
“This is a richly impressive performance from a great Mahler orchestra and a conductor whose music-
making seems to become ever more searching and absorbing.” International Record Review

RCO08007 Mahler 5
“Exceptional music-making…a momentous performance” 
Orchestral Disc of the Month, Classic FM Magazine
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KML1121 
Barcode: 8033712 871219    

        CD + DVD Bonus 

GERSHWIn Rhapsody in Blue for two pianos;
BERnSTEIn West Side Story 
for two pianos & percussion arr. Irwin Kostal

Katia & Marielle Labèque (pianos); 

Gonzalo Grau, Pablo Bencid (percussion); 
Raphael Seguinier (drums)

In 1924, Gershwin composed his first major classical work, Rhapsody in Blue. The original score was for two 
pianos, but orchestrated by Ferde Grofé, receiving its premiere on February 12, 1924, in Aeolian Hall, New 
York, by Paul Whiteman and his band with Gershwin playing the piano.
In an article in Atlantic Monthly in 1955, Leonard Bernstein, who loved the piece, wrote: “The themes are 
terrific – inspired, God-given. I don't think there has been such an inspired melodist on this earth since 
Tchaikovsky...” 
West Side Story is the all-American musical: plot and story are based on Shakespeare’s classic tragedy, Romeo 
and Juliet, but set in New York City in the mid-1950s. The original 1957 Broadway production, directed and 
choreographed by Jerome Robbins marked Stephen Sondheim's Broadway debut.
Irwin Kostal (1911 - 1994) was an arranger of films and an orchestrator of Broadway musicals, responsible 
for the original orchestration of West Side Story. His work won both an Oscar and a Grammy Award. He also 
conducted the digital re-recording of the music to Walt Disney's 1940 animated feature Fantasia. 
At the request of Leonard Bernstein, he arranged West Side Story for Katia and Marielle Labèque. In 2004 he 
was named a ‘Disney legend’ in recognition of his contributions to films released by the studio. 
Gershwin Bernstein marks the return of Katia and Marielle, in repertoire they made their own back in 
the 1980s. Their innovative interpretation of Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue marked the beginning of the 
international career of this atypical duo and was one of the first gold records in classical music. 

CONCERT: 21st June Royal Festival Hall, Mozart K365 for 2 pianos 
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SIGCD252 
Barcode: 635212025222
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Frédéric CHOPIN 

Cello Sonata no. 2 in f major, Op.123;
Introduction & Polonaise brillante in C major Op. 3; 
SAINT-SAËNS Cello Sonata in G minor, Op.65 

Jamie Walton (cello); Daniel Grimwood (piano)

Two works from very different composers: Chopin’s works for cello were few and far between, but these two 
straddle his compositional life: the Introduction and Polonaise was written in 1829 when he was just 19, and 
the Cello Sonata of 1845-6 is his last work published during his lifetime: all latter works with opus numbers 
being published posthumously, against his wishes. By contrast, Saint-Saëns published a great many works 
for the cello, as well as works in almost every genre of the classical canon, with the Cello Sonata No.2 
composed during his travels in Biskra, Algeria.
Jamie Walton and Daniel Grimwood are performers who have proven themselves, in both concert and 
recordings, to be formidable and enthralling interpreters of the classical canon. This release follows their 
previous duo disc of Rachmaninov and Grieg cello sonatas on Signum.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
SIGCD172 Rachmaninov, Grieg
“the musical give-and-take of these players is excellent: they seize 
upon the music with enthusiasm, energy and sensitivity – one can 
almost sense that they are keen to show us just how fine this music is … 
This CD can certainly be strongly recommended. It is good to see these 
young artists taking up these works with such conspicuous success.” 
International Record Review
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SIGCD238
Barcode: 635212023822

         NORMAL PRICE CD 

WALTON Violin Concerto, 
Two Pieces from ‘Henry V’;
BARBER Violin Concerto Op. 14, 
Adagio for Strings Op. 11

Thomas Bowes (violin); Malmö Opera Orchestra / 
Joseph Swensen (conductor)

Walton’s Violin Concerto was composed during a trip to Villa Cimbrone in Italy, where he was bitten by a 
tarantula. This is reflected in the second movement, based on a ‘tarantella’. The piece has endured as one of 
his most popular works and is contrasted here with Barber’s Violin Concerto and famous Adagio for Strings.

Born in Hertfordshire and graduating from the masterclass of Bela Katona at Trinity College of Music in 1982, 
Thomas Bowes joined the London Philharmonic in 1985 and a year later the Academy of St Martin in the 
Fields. In 1987 he gave his London recital debut and between 1988 and 1992 was the founding leader of the 
Maggini String Quartet. In 1989 he was invited to become the leader of the London Mozart Players, London’s 
oldest established chamber orchestra, making his BBC Proms debut with them and Jane Glover in 1991. Still 
in great demand as a guest leader, Bowes has led many of the UK’s finest orchestras In demand as a guest 
leader, he has led many of the UK’s finest orchestras – including LSO, Philharmonia, London Sinfonietta, SCO 
and BBC Symphony Orchestra. The Malmö Opera Orchestra and Joseph Swensen join him for this recording. 
Swensen has served as Principal Conductor of Malmö Opera (Sweden) since 2007 and is Conductor Emeritus 
of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra. 

“First up was Walton’s highly passionate Violin Concerto, handled with immense skill by Thomas 
Bowes…The result is an extraordinary fusion of the player and the music, in which Bowes seems 
to engage totally with the composer’s emotions and intentions…And all this was combined with 
Bowes’s own musicianship, technical mastery and tonal purity to produce a performance of rare 
quality." Oxford Times

ALSO AVAILABLE:
SIGCD103 Metcalf - In Time of Daffodils
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C812112i 
Barcode: 4011790 812229
2 MID PRICE CDs 

Dmitry SHOSTAKOVICH
Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk
Katerina   Angela Denoke
Sergey   Misha Didyk
Boris   Kurt Rydl
Zinovy   Marian Talaba
Shabby peasant  Michael Roider
Sonyetka   Nadia Krasteva
Aksinya   Donna Ellen
Priest   Janusz Monarcha
Old convict  Dan Paul Dumitrescu
Sergeant   Eijiro Kai
Teacher   Wolfram Igor Derntl

Chorus & Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera / Ingo Metzmacher

One of the key works of the 20th century, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District, finally entered the Vienna 
State Opera repertory in 2009 in its original language and without the sanitising changes made in the wake 
of Stalin’s death by the Soviet Communist Party. The plot remains as explosively provocative as ever, with its 
account of the murderous goings-on of a frustrated merchant’s wife in Tsarist Russia and a musical setting 
that veers virtuosically between biting social satire and sympathy for the protagonist. It was fortunate , 
then, that the Vienna State Opera was able to enlist the services of an experienced conductor and draw on 
its own home-grown ensemble, led by a singing actress of thrilling intensity. Angela Denoke is fascinating 
as Katerina Izmailova, her singing marked by its razor-sharp accuracy and highly individual timbre, her 
acting making her atrocities at least understandable if not forgivable. In order for the opera to create this 
impression, it also needs powerful antagonists, which it found in the form of the young heldentenor Marian 
Talaba, as Katerina’s duped husband Zinovy; the black bass of Kurt Rydl, who lends a chilling stature to 
Katerina’s violent stepfather Boris; and Nadia Krasteva’s richly coloured mezzo-soprano helps to flesh out 
the character of Katerina’s rival, Sonetka, who appears in the column of convicts in the opera’s harrowing 
final scene. Here Katerina’s seducer and lover, Sergey, turns out to be a false friend and, as such, a foil to the 
protagonist. Making his State Opera début, Misha Didyk used his lyrically and dramatically flexible tenor to 
create a portrait against which the dark and unfathomable facets of Angela Denoke’s portrayal could stand 
out even more clearly and impressively. The numerous smaller parts, together with the chorus and orchestra 
of the Vienna State Opera, were inspired by Ingo Metzmacher’s conducting to produce an interpretation 
that explored every aspect of Shostakovich’s score, a score teeming with the greatest extremes of tempo, 
dynamics and rhythm.
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C811112i
Barcode:  4011790811222

            2 MID PRICE CDS 

Piotr TCHAIKOVSKY
The Queen of Spades
Lisa     Julia Varady
Countess    Elena Obraztsova
Hermann    Vladimir Atlantov
Tomsky    Alexander Voroshilo
Yeletsky    Bodo Brinkmann
Pauline    Ludmila Shemchuk
Chekalinsky    Yoshihisa Yamaji
Surin     Karl Helm
Chaplitsky    Ulrich Reß
Narumov    Alfred Kuhn
Master of Ceremonies  Friedrich Lenz
Governess    Gudrun Wewezow
Masha    Carmen Anhorn
Chor der Bayerischen Staatsoper, Bayerisches Staatsorchester / Algis Shuraitis

In contrast to Eugene Onegin, Tchaikovsky’s other operas have led something of a shadowy existence in 
the repertoire. Only his penultimate music drama The Queen of Spades (also after Alexander Pushkin) can 
claim to look back on a continuous performing tradition in recent decades. In 1984 the Bavarian State 
Opera gave a production that was musically exemplary in many ways, starting with the role of Lisa, sung 
by Julia Varady. She had already been celebrated in Munich for her portrayal of Tatyana in Onegin, and here  
again she showed herself to be the ideal interpreter for one of Tchaikovsky’s female roles. She savoured 
the lyrical aspects of the part with the utmost subtlety, while in the tragic plot twist on the banks of the 
Neva she showed herself a match for its dramatic climaxes. Her vocal portrait of the self-sacrificing young 
lover Lisa can at last be heard here on CD. Her partner Vladimir Atlantov had to master one of the most 
murderous tenor roles and did so brilliantly. During the course of his international career, it was above all 
with Tchaikovsky’s Hermann and with Verdi’s Otello that he truly succeeded in making his mark in a manner 
that has been remembered long after. There has rarely been another singer able to portray in so gripping 
a fashion the increasing intensity of Hermann’s passion for Lisa, up to the point of his deadly obsession 
to win her by means of the “secret of the three cards”. The old Countess is sung by the mezzo-soprano 
Elena Obraztsova, like him another of the great voices from the former Soviet Union. They were joined by 
several further compatriots: Polina was sung luxuriantly by Ludmila Shemchuk, Count Tomsky by Alexander 
Voroshilo, and last but not least Algis Shuraitis was at the helm of the Bavarian State Opera to ensure that 
their joint efforts were crowned by the creation of an idiomatic cast for this production of The Queen of 
Spades. The ensemble, chorus and orchestra of the Bavarian State Opera contributed above and beyond 
the call of duty to the success of it all, playing and singing with fire and verve, and they well deserve an 
honourable mention here.
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GCD921511 
Barcode: 8 424562 215115
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Alessandro SCARLATTI
Serenate a filli Roma, 1706
Serenata a Filli (Tacete, aure, tacete); Le muse Urania e Clio lodano 
le bellezze di Filli (O mie figlie canore)

Emanuela Galli (soprano); 
Yetzabel Arias Fernández (soprano); 
Martín Oro (alto); 

La Risonanza / 
Fabio Bonizzoni (harpsichord & direction)
Recorded in Saint-Michel en Thiérache June 2010

By the time that Alessandro Scarlatti was writing the two serenatas recorded here by Fabio Bonizzoni 
and La Risonanza and inaugurating an exciting new series on Glossa, that celebratory cantata form, often 
employing allegorical characters, had been in existence for a mere half century. Scarlatti, as Bonizzoni 
says, “was one of the main sources of inspiration for Handel whilst the latter was in Italy, and this creates 
a real continuity with what we have been doing in the recent past”; notably the much-admired septet of 
recordings devoted to the Saxon composers Italian chamber cantatas. That sense of continuity extends to 
the fact that the two works on this new disc – Serenata a Filli and Le muse Urania e Clio lodano le bellezze 
di Filli – were written in Rome in 1706 and probably for the same patron in Francesco Maria Ruspoli who 
furthered Handel’s own career. 
Fresh from his harpsichord recording of Bach’s Die Kunst der Fuge, Fabio Bonizzoni now, with the subtle and 
stylish instrumentalists of La Risonanza, is not only choosing to illuminate an unexplored genre on record, 
but is also shedding light on an unknown facet of Alessandro Scarlatti’s own prodigious output. Here, the 
serenatas are given dramatic vitality by regular partners in Bonizzoni’s artistry: sopranos Emanuela Galli and 
Yetzabel Arias Fernández and countertenor Martín Oro.
As well as the elder Scarlatti producing examples of these courtly 'dramatic cantatas' future releases on this 
new series will demonstrate the quality of the contributions in the serenata form by Handel himself and also 
by Antonio Vivaldi.
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GCDP31407 
Barcode: 8 424562 314078

          NORMAL PRICE CD 

Michael MAIER 
Atalanta fugiens [1617]
Music, alchemy & Rosicrucianism in the early 17th century

Ensemble Plus Ultra: 
Grace Davidson (soprano); Clare Wilkinson (alto); 
Warren Trevelyan-Jones (tenor); Giles Underwood (bass); 
Stephen Jones (er-hu); Sue Addison (sackbut); 
Marie Bournisien (Renaissance harp) / 

Michael Noone (direction)
Recorded in St Andrew’s Church, Toddington, Gloucestershire 
August 2008

Atalanta Fugiens is considered by many to be the most beautiful and the most thought-provoking emblem 
book of all time, with an author in Michael Maier (1568-1622) who was a celebrated alchemist and physician 
at the court of the Emperor Rudolf II in Prague. In the final eight years of an eventful and much-travelled life, 
Maier created a series of illustrated alchemist works, among which Atalanta Fugiens is undoubtedly the most 
important.
Part of the fascination which this work has aroused stems from its tripartite nature: from a visual perspective 
with all its engraved emblems, as a musical work comprising 50 compositions, identified as “fugues”, which 
run through the publication and accompanying the images, and as a purely textual activity in the form of a 
volume of epigrams and alchemic commentaries.
Additionally, Atalanta Fugiens provides part of the backdrop to an understanding of the spiritual Rosicrucian 
movement which flourished during the first decades of the 17th century, especially in the German 
principalities.
The musical pieces, of an extremely antiquated nature even for that time, consist of canons in two parts 
above a cantus firmus; Michael Noone and his Ensemble Plus Ultra perform them in their entirety and in the 
order in which they appear in the book. What emerges through the centuries across this book is a hypnotic 
disc, one that is unclassifiable yet extraordinarily evocative.
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AP013 
Barcode: 794881993024
NORMAL PRICE CD 

ISABELLE DRUET: JARDIn nOCTURnE
POULENC Nous avons fait la nuit, Lune d’avril; 
HALPHEN Colloque sentimental, Le jour succombe;  
MASSENET Nuit d'Espagne; CHAUSSON Les Heures, Serre d’ennui; 
HUGO Nuit; FAURE Nocturne, Clair de lune, Jardin nocturne; 
HAHN Encor sur le pavé sonne mon pas nocturne, Nocturne, 
Dans la nuit; COUTE Sur le pressoir; BERLIOZ Les nuits d’été; 
BAUDELAIRE Tristesse de la lune 

Isabelle Druet (mezzo-soprano);
Johanne Ralambondrainy (piano);
Christian Pageault (narrator)

“It all began with Berlioz' Nuits d’été. The first time I sang this cycle I was struck by the power yet gentleness 
that these pieces emanate. Berlioz originally composed his work for voice and piano and I decided to 
champion that version for the fine chamber relationship it permits. We have aimed to convey all the 
intimacy of these songs, attempting extreme dynamics, passages almost in recitative, while retaining the 
lyricism of Berlioz's work.
The next step was to find more treasures with a similar nocturnal setting. So Johanne Ralambondrainy and 
I, who have long been accomplices, went through the collections, discovering or rediscovering songs that 
appealed to us, then whittling those down to the ones we felt were absolutely essential. In some cases 
we have taken the liberty of removing mélodies from the cycle to which they normally belong. We have 
thus brought together composers we love and mélodies we find exciting and original… Finally, I asked 
Christian Pageault, an actor I particularly appreciate for his precision and dramatic intensity, to join me as 
narrator, reciting some parts of the poems. The texts you will hear were with me constantly as an inspiration 
throughout the conception and realisation of this project.” Isabelle Druet

‘Revelation Lyrique des Victoires de la Musique’ 2010, mezzo-soprano 
Isabelle Druet has had equal success in recital and on the operatic 
stage. This season, Isabelle takes the title role of Carmen at Nancy and 
Metz, Dido in Besançon and on tour and 2nd Lady in The Magic Flute 
at the Opera d’Avignon under the baton of Hervé Niquet. In the 2011-
2012 season she will debut at the Paris Opera in Strauss' Salome. 
With the Poème Harmonique on Alpha she recorded the disc Plaisir 
d'amour, Firenze 1616 and the DVD Cadmus and Hermione which 
received a Diapason d'Or, ffff Telerama, the 4-star World Music, 
Classica and the R10 and was a BBC Music Choice.  
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MIR129 
Barcode: 3760127221296
          NORMAL PRICE CD 

Charles GOUNOD 
Requiem Mass, Messe Chorale in G minor
Charlotte Müller-Perrier (soprano); 
Valérie Bonnard (mezzo-soprano); 
Christophe Einhorn (tenor); Christian Immler (baritone); 
Ensemble Vocal de Lausanne / Michel Corboz (conductor)

'To the memory of my grandson Maurice Gounod'

Charles Gounod, wrote the Requiem, one of his finest pieces, between 1889 and Palm Sunday 1891, the 
date he added 'fin' to the foot of his manuscript. It is likely he continued to revise the work until 21 February 
1893, the day he sent the score to the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire. According to his friend and 
student Henri Busser, just three days before his death, Gounod was still rivetted: "...on 15 October 1893, he 
was still playing passages of "his" Requiem at the piano when he had a fit of apoplexy. Though out of breath, 
he still tried to continue singing the duet from the Benedictus with his daughter, then carefully put the 
manuscript away...In the afternoon he was felled by a stroke and lost consciousness. He never emerged from 
the ensuing coma, and died in the small hours of 18 October..."
What is most impressive about this magnificient composition (which, like Fauré's Requiem, ignores the 
terrors of the final judgement and the horrors of death, this is the path to eternal light which Gounod 
aspired to follow during his waning years. The "Dies Irae" does not begin with a stormy eruption typical of 
the romantic but is marked by a haunting, rhythmic, mysterious motive. The most terrifying verses about 
horror, death and judgement are set to the work's most beautiful passages, serene, celestial, as if the 
heavens were opening: the "Recordare", sung by a soprano and taken up by the chorus.
No competition, this coupling. 

DSD250282 
Barcode: 794881995622

          NORMAL PRICE SACD 

Alexander BORODIN
Chamber Music Vol. 1
String Quartet No. 2 in D, Cello Sonata in B min, Piano Quintet in C min

Prazak Quartet

An amateur cellist, the composer of Prince Igor was the only one of the Group of Five to have written some 
ten chamber works for his personal pleasure in keeping with the laws of Germanic rhetoric - to Balakirev's 
great displeasure. One of them is a serious masterpiece: his Quartet in D, featuring an irresistible ‘Nocturne’, 
known in various arrangements, here with the Prazaks: “Quite simply a joy to hear.” The Strad
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Barcode: 4010 228 673524
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Bernd Alois ZIMMERMANN
Initiale - Songs and Early Chamber Music 
Drei Lieder aus dem Nachlass, Kleine Suite, Aria,  
Fünf Lieder, Trio, 
Drei geistliche Lieder nach Texten von Ernst Bertram, 
Sonate for violin and piano

Anna Prohaska (soprano); Cordelia Höfer (piano); 
Alessandro Cappone (violin); 
Rachel Schmidt (violin); Trio Berlin 

This CD is the first recording of Bernd Alois Zimmermann’s complete vocal works. The eleven songs are all 
interpreted by the 27-year-old rising star, Anna Prohaska, who currently captivates the opera world with her 
light and lyric soprano voice. 
Members of the Berlin Philharmonic, including the Trio Berlin, present ‘Trio’as well as ‘Kleine Suite’, ‘Aria’ and 
‘Sonate’. Except for ‘Sonate’ of 1950, all the works compiled on this CD were created between 1939 and 1946. 
Wergo thus closes a gap in Zimmermann's repertoire and puts the focus on the early career of this great 
composer: never had Zimmermann been as close to the neo-romantic tonal language as in his songs in 
which he set texts by Rilke, Klabund or Nietzsche, among others, to music. This genre – to which he never 
returned again – reflects both the expression of intimate feelings and his strong interest in literature. 
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
WER6698-2 Zimmermann - Die Soldaten
"Bernd Alois Zimmermann's hugely complex opera, an anti-militaristic musicking of Lenz's late 18th-century play, 
was first performed at the Cologne Opera in 1965 and - with great foresight - given a studio recording shortly 
afterwards with the same forces. This is its first release on CD. It's an important document not just for historical 
reasons - the opera is now seen as a 20th-century masterpiece - but also for the astonishing clarity the young 
Gielen brought to a score that quickly became notorious for its spatial and technical demands... A triumph, but 
not for the faint-hearted." The Financial Times
WER60180-50 Zimmermann - Requiem fur einen Junge Dichter
WER6656-2 Zimmermann - Canto di Speranza / Alagoan
WER6671-2 Zimmermann - Un Petit Rien / The Yellow

MIR133 
Barcode: 3760127221333
NORMAL PRICE CD 

WIEn 1925
BERG Kammerkonzert; J. STRAUSS/WEBERN Schatzwalzer Op. 418; 
J. STRAUSS/SCHOENBERG Rosen aus dem Süden Op. 388

Marie-Josèphe Jude (piano); François-Marie Drieux (violin); 
Orchestre Poitou-Charentes / Jean-François Heisser 

"All good things come in threes"
This phrase of Alban Berg's, placed at the head of his 
Kammerkonzert (Chamber Concerto), provides a justification for 
the coupling of this disc, a provocative yet logical juxtaposition 
of two musical worlds apparently remote from one another: 

one of the key works of the 20th-century avant-garde, combined with the greatest popular successes of 
Romantic Vienna...
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DCD34098
Barcode: 801918340987

          NORMAL PRICE CD  

Rory BOYLE (b.1951)
Solo Piano Music, 
Phaethon’s Dancing Lesson
Arrivals and Departures
Pour Beatrice, Elegy on FS, Berceuse for Bertie, Flying, Reeling 
Sonata Toccatas, Dances, and Interludes, Recitatives and Dreams, 
Games, Capriccio on the Anniversary of a Beloved Master 
Studies for the one in the middle
Rondo, Intermezzo, Toccata, Tatty’s Dance, 
Phaethon’s Dancing Lesson (Piano Trio No. 2) 

James Willshire (piano); Bartholdy Trio 

World première recordings made in the presence of the composer

This year 2010 British Composer Award winner Rory Boyle celebrates his 60th birthday. Young virtuoso 
pianist James Willshire’s debut recording explores the full gamut of Boyle’s compositional personality – from 
the cragginess of his finely wrought Sonata to the intensely human lyricism of Tatty’s Dancing (itself a 60th 
birthday present for Boyle's wife).

“Willshire shaped and characterised every moment with freshness and lucidity.”
The Herald, September 2007

“While Boyle’s scottish roots are never far away, his music has a strong, mainstream European, Stravin-
sky-based rigour, with its own brand of virile, challenging, but always comprehensible counterpoint, 
dissonance which is hardfought yet never gratuitous, an unsentimental lyricism and unerring sense of 
architecture.” Nicholas Cleobury
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Barcode: 635212024522
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Naji HAKIM 
Set Me As A Seal Upon Your Heart
Påskeblomst, Magnificat, 
Variations on Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern,
Set Me As A Seal Upon Your Heart, 
Capriccio, Amazing Grace, Die Taube   

Rima Tawil (soprano); Jean-Philippe Kuzma (violin); 
Quatuor de la Chapelle Royale,
Naji Hakim (von Beckerath organ of the American 
Church in Paris)

Naji Hakim has established himself as a performer and composer whose works are indelibly tied to his 
Christian faith. Recognised with a papal medal for his activities, these pieces are drawn from the span of his 
compositional career, combining organ music with string quartet and solo soprano.
This is Signum’s 3rd disc with Naji Hakim, following solo organ discs from Glenalmond college and the van 
den Heuvel organ of the Danish Radio Theatre:

 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
SIGCD130 Naji Hakim plays the organ of Glenalmond College
SIGCD222 Hakim plays Hakim

“For all that one is used to Hakim’s coruscating brilliance, the sheer 
technical skill and white-hot intensity of the Hakim imagination in 
blending these dirge-like themes into music left this Scotsman duly open 
mouthed.” The Scotsman
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AVSA9881 
Barcode: 7 619986 398815

          Mid price SACD 

CANÇONS DE LA CATALUNYA MIL•LENÀRIA / 
SOnGS Of MILLEnnIAL CATALOnIA
Legends & complaints: The Singing of the Birds, The Spinning, 
The Son of King, The Teacher, Count Arnaud,  Mariagneta, 
Song of the Thief, The Will of Amelia, 
Lullabies: Mummy, don’t make me cry, Mother of God
Reapers: Original Historical Romance, 
National Anthem of Catalonia

Montserrat Figueras (soprano); 
Francesc Garrigosa (tenor); 
Arianna Savall (soprano, arpa doppia); 
Ferran Savall (voice); La Capella Reial de Catalunya / Jordi Savall (conductor and viola da gamba)

This reissue in the Heritage series from 1988 enables us to hear Montserrat Figueras singing the repertoire 
she embodies like nobody else: traditional Catalan songs. This performance is the natural continuation 
of her exploration of the great works connected to Catalonia, e.g. the Song of the Sybil or the Red Book of 
Montserrat (Gregorian manuscript). 
On this shore of Mediterranean Sea, traditional and ‘classical’ repertoires are connected in a very intimate 
way. This album is a landmark of in the career of Montserrat Figueras: her innovative style of interpretation, 
characterised by great fidelity to the historical sources, combined with an extraordinary creative and 
expressive power, sounds at its best.

The HERITAGE collection, launched by Alia Vox in 2007 with the re-release of Monteverdi’s Vespro della Beata Vergine 
(AVSA9855), aims to offer a fresh vision of the recordings that Jordi Savall, Montserrat Figueras and their ensembles 
Hespèrion XX, La Capella Reial de Catalunya and Le Concert des Nations made under the Astrée label between 1977 
and 1996. This unique discographic legacy of almost 70 albums, which include the most emblematic recordings of 
the early music renaissance, will be systematically remastered and edited with the meticulous care that has been Alia 
Vox’s hallmark since the label was founded in 1998. Both past and present productions featuring the Alia Vox artists’ 
performances will thus be available under a single banner, allowing listeners to measure the breadth and continuity of 
their work over more than 30 years.

CONCERT: 2nd May Wigmore Hall 
Music from the forthcoming release 'Mare Nostrum'
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2 CDs digipack 

LA GUITARRA ESPAÑOLA
Works by Milán, Guerau, Sor, Tárrega...

CD I Works by Luys de Narváez, López, Luys Milán, 
Santiago de Murcia, Francisco Guerau, Fernando Sor
CD II Works by Fernando Sor, Johann Kaspar Mertz, 
Francisco Tárrega, Miguel Llobet

José Miguel Moreno (vihuela, baroque guitar, 
classical-romantic guitar, post-romantic guitar)
Recorded in Villa Consuelo, San Lorenzo de El Escorial, March 1994 
and June 1996, previously available as GCD 920103 & GCD 920105

There is no question of José Miguel Moreno being anything other than the leading Spanish specialist 
in historical plucked string instruments. As a concert performer, researcher, builder and collector of 
instruments and co-founder of the Glossa label, Moreno has, over the last 30 years, been the guiding beacon 
for a number of succeeding generations of guitarists and lutenists the world over. Glossa was the label for 
which he recorded two of his now legendary programmes, La Guitarra Española (1536-1836) and La Guitarra 
Española (1818-1918). These had previously been deleted but Glossa are now bringing them back as a 
double set.
Moreno plays a range of instruments made either by Lourdes Uncilla or by himself in order to infuse with 
a new vitality the fundamental repertories in the history of the guitar as bequeathed by the vihuelists 
Narváez, Milán and Mudarra, then later composed by figures such as Francisco Guerau, Santiago de Murcia 
and Gaspar Sanz, and subsequently through the romantic scores of Fernando Sor and Johann Kaspar Mertz. 
Tárrega and Llobet, the great masters of post-Romanticism, close this survey striding with infinite musicality 
across the most representative compositions of four centuries of the Spanish guitar.
This special edition marks, as well, the departure point of a new process of collaboration between José 
Miguel Moreno and the label which he helped to create, with brand new recordings being planned, which 
will appear from the autumn of this year onwards.
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Barcode: 3760135100286
          NORMAL PRICE CD 

ROSEnMÜLLER, LEGREnZI, STRADELLA: VEnEZIA
Johann ROSENMÜLLER Sonata nona, Sonata decima, Sonata terza à 4, 
Sonata settima, Sonata seconda,  Sonata undecima, Sonata duodecima; 
Giovanni LEGRENZI Sonata terza à 3, Sonata prima, Sonata sesta à 4; 
Alessandro STRADELLA Sinfonia XVIII, Sinfonia XI, Sinfonia XXII 

The Rare Fruits Council / 
Manfredo Kraemer (conductor & violin)

In Venice, ca. 1677, there flourished a trinity of masters: Rosenmüller, Legenzi, Stradella. Men whose lives 
were bound by fame and persecution: peerless musicians whose innovative, passionate visions for the violin 
were ideally complementary. 
Manfredo Kraemer and The Rare Fruits Council, known for their award-winning recordings on Astrée, 
illuminate the virtuosity and tenderness of the art of Venice.

K617226 
Barcode: 3383510002267
           NORMAL PRICE CD 

Marein MIELCZEWSKI 
Virgo prudentissima 
I Inne Religijne Koncerty

MIELCZEWSKI Plaudite manibus, Confitebor tibi Domine, 
Victimae Paschali Laudes, Lauda Jerusalem, 
Nisi dominus aedificaverit domum, Virgo prudentissima, 
Magnificat Tertii Toni; GABRIELI Canzon primi toni; MERULA Credidi, 
Laudate pueri Dominum; USPER Canzon; PEKIEL Dulcis amor Jesu

Les Traversées Baroques / Etienne Meyer (conductor)

A new Baroque ensemble with a name that irresistibly evokes voyages and discoveries and  a 17th-century 
Polish composer who has lain unfairly neglected in the archives of central Europe when his music is at 
once sensuous and sparkling, often reminiscent of certain pieces by Claudio Monteverdi. Here is the first 
recording from Les Traversées Baroques. Double, triple or quadruple choirs testify to the splendour of a 
Baroque art, here brought to its zenith. Everything on this CD richly rewards exploration!
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Georg Abraham SCHNEIDER (1770-1839) 
Preussens Hofkapellmeister 
Duo for violin and viola Op. 44/1, 
Flute quartet in G Minor Op. 69/3, 
Ten duos for two double basses (adaptation: Klaus Stoll), 
Flute quartet in G Major Op. 52/3 

Adorján Quartet
& soloists of the Berlin Philharmonic 
Aline Champion (violin); 
Klaus Stoll,  Edicson Ruiz (double basses); 
recorded at Studio P4 / Berlin, april-july 2010 
 

Although Georg Abraham Schneider is virtually unknown nowadays, he was a significant figure in early 
19th-century music in Berlin, where he was active as a musician, concert promoter and composer. The city 
of Berlin has become a theme of the Phil.harmonie label and this recording highlights a forgotten musician, 
Kapellmeister Schneider, a contemporary of Beethoven. 
The music is full of wit, enthusiasm, and vitality; it illustrates perfectly where Schneider’s strength lay, namely 
in considering the benefits for the player as well as the effect on the audience. 
The flute quartets Op. 52/3 and Op. 69/3 were undoubtedly modelled on Mozart’s flute concertos, both in 
the musical and textural structure and in the treatment of the flutes. 
In addition to his works for violin and viola, Schneider wrote about 50 duets for two bassoons: he would 
hopefully have approved of the way that several have been adapted for two double basses in this recording. 
Here they are championed by rising stars of the Berlin Philharmonic, Edicson Ruiz & Klaus Stoll: two players 
of a spectacular calibre who set an exhilarating dialogue in motion. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
PHIL06008 Dittersdorf, Hoffmeister, Vanhall Double Bass Concertos/
Edicson Ruiz
“Ruiz plays with unshakeable aplomb, exhibiting a sprightly spiccato 
and consistent tonal imagination” The Strad
 
“Karajan always encouraged everybody to play chamber music and I 
think he was right.” Walter Küssner, Phil.harmonie
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Barcode: 4 250317 416124

           NORMAL PRICE CD 

EnSEMBLE BERLIn: VIRTUOSO 
WEBER arr. Wolfgang Renz 
4th Great Piano Sonata Opus 70, Septett E Minor 
PASCULLI arr. Wolfgang Renz 
Gran Sestetto concertante after Rossini’s Guillaume Tell 
BEETHOVEN arr. Carl Khym 
Quintet in F Major for 2 Violins, Viola, Violoncello & Bass 

Ensemble Berlin: Christoph Hartmann (oboe); 
Philipp Bohnen (violin); Andreas Buschatz (violin); 
Martin von der Nahmer (viola); Clemens Weigel (cello); 
Ulrich Wolff (bass); Mor Biron (bassoon) 

The Ensemble Berlin septet, founded in 2000 by members of the Berlin Philharmonic, actually consists of 
eight people, for it includes the arranger Wolfgang Renz, who arranged Ravel’s Le Tombeau de Couperin and 
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition for the first  Phil.harmonie recording. 
On Virtuoso he has set about arranging music by Carl Maria von Weber, Pasculli and Beethoven. 
The Septet in E Minor for oboe, bassoon, two violins, viola, cello and double bass is based on Weber’s late 
fourth Piano Sonata, Op. 70, composed in 1822. Its underlying mood is lyrical and melancholic and in terms 
of dramatic effect this arrangement makes perfect sense. 
 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
PHIL06001 Le Tombeau de Couperin; Pictures at an Exhibition/

Ens Berlin
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910176-2 
Barcode: 025091 017621
NORMAL PRICE CD 

AARÓn ZAPICO - fAnTASIA
FROBERGER Fantasia I FbWV201, Toccata IV FbWV104, Partita FbWV 630, 
Plainte, Courrant, Sarabande, Gique,  Tombeau faît à Paris sur la mort de 
monsieur Blancheroche FbWV 632; FRESCOBALDI Gagliarda Prima, 
Balletto Terzo, Corrente del Balletto, Toccata I, Gagliarda Seconda, 
Canzona III, Capriccio sopra la Battaglia, Balletto e Ciaccona, 
Corrente del Balletto, Balletto, Corrente del Balletto, Cento Partite sopra 
Passacagli; ANON Pavana & Saltarello; PICCHI Ballo Ongaro

Aarón Zapico (harpsichord William Dowd after Mietke, Paris 1984]
Recorded at Sala de Cambra, Fundació Auditori Palau de Congressos, Girona, 
Spain, June 2010

The young Spanish harpsichordist Aarón Zapico has chosen compositions from Frescobaldi’s two famous 
books of toccatas for his first solo album for W & W. The selection of pieces ranges from vivacious dance 
tunes to delicately intimate and calm settings. One of Frescobaldi’s most famous pupils, the German 
Johann Jakob Froberger (1616-1667), is the other featured composer on the CD, showing the inseparable 
connectionbetween ‚ 'maestro’ and 'disciple’, yet two creative geniuses on their own. Froberger further 
developped and accomplished the genre of the keyboard suite, having its beginnings in Frescobaldi’s 
arrangements. Many of Froberger’s works, often inspired by incidents in his adventurous life, can be 
considered as early forms of programme music.
The touching Tombeau on the death of his friend Blancheroche closes an album dedicated to two masters 
whose influence on the following composer generations cannot be estimated highly enough.
Aarón Zapico savours as interpreter the sound and technical possibilities on his instrument. Improvisation 
and variation let the scores become individually alive through the hands of the musician and this rich artistic 
‘Phantasia’. 
ALSO AVAILABLE BY AARÓN ZAPICO ON W&W:
910 162-2 Amore x Amore
910 173-2 Concerto Zapico

WINTER & WINTER

PC10237 
Barcode: 7619990102378
NORMAL PRICE CD 

TELEMAnn AnD THE LEIPZIG OPERA
TELEMANN Mario (1709), Die königliche Schäferin Margenis (1715), 
Der lachende Democritus (1704), Der unglückliche Alcmeon (1711), 
Der gestürzte Epopeus (1715), Die syrische Unruh (1711), Ariadne (1712), 
Die Satyren in Arcadien (1718); Melchior HOFFMANN Rhea Sylvia (1714), 
Echo und Narcissus (1712), Die asiatische Banise(1712), 
Ismenie und Montaldo (1713);
Reinhard KEISER Hercules und Hebe (1699), Der geliebte Adonis (1697);
Johann David HEINICHEN (?) Die getreue Schäferin Daphne (1710) et al.

Jan Kobow (tenor); United Continuo Ensemble

“Leipzig’s operatic history began with a period of industrious and joyful activity tinged by youthful 
enthusiasm, suffused with idealism and characterised by certain audacious artistic creations.”
These were the words of Arnold Schering in his musical history of Leipzig, on the subject of the first opera 
house in the city, but for a long time musicologists believed that the opera house had left behind few 
musical traces. 74 operas were performed in Leipzig between 1693 und 1720, and as recent research has 
shown a lot of these Baroque works have survived in a manuscript volume called “Musicalische Rüstkammer” 
(musical inventory) of 1719, which is an anthology of the most popular arias of the time in the city.
 Jan Kobow and the United Continuo Ensemble present these rousing arias in entertaining fashion. 
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PC10239 
Barcode: 7619990102392
          NORMAL PRICE CD 

InSIRÂf
Arab-Andalusian Music from the 13th century

arabic/sefardic Calvivi Arabia/La Rosa en Florese; 
turkish Peshref (instrumental); sicilian/sefardic Amuri amuri/Abenamar; 
andalusian San’a Darj, Mishalja – Btahi, Insirâf (instrumental); 
Martin Codax: Ondas do mar, Man did ei comigo, Ay ondas, 
Quantas sabedes amar, Miayrmana fremosa; Berenger de PALOU Ai tal domna, 
Tant m’abelis, De la gençor, Totz temoros

Cantilena Antiqua: Paolo Faldi (flutes, shawm); 
Gianfranco Russo (viella, lyra); 
Marco Muzzati (santour, edufe, bendir, derbukka, riqq); 
Stefano Albarello (chant, citola, oud, saz, gittern)

This recording presents an anthology of magnificent songs from various Mediterranean traditions with a 
strong Arab influence on performance style, previously available as “Ondas do Mar” from the Symphonia 
label, recorded in 1998.

“This lovely recording succeeds in its goal of transporting the listener back to the lost Iberian world 
of the 13th century, where a unique culture emerged in the Mediterranean, an amalgamation 
of Christian, Hebraic and Arabic elements … This is simply one of the most beautifully engineered 
recordings I have ever heard. I highly recommend this CD, without reservation, for all audiences.” 
Continuo 
“Stefano Albarello’s singing, like the instrumental work, is flexible, sensitive and alive to eastern styles 
of ornamentation.” Gramophone

CHR77347 
Barcode: 4 010072 773470

          NORMAL PRICE CD 

PILGRIMAGE TO SAnTIAGO
Vocal Music for St James (11th – 21st century)

Gregorian Chant: Mihi autem nimis honorati sunt, Psallat chorus cælestium, 
Ad sepulchrum beati Jacobi, Te nostra lætis laudibus; ANON So ell enzina, 
Wer das ellendt bauen will; PARISIENSIS Congaudeant catholici; 
GALLUS Misit Herodes; VIADANA Psalm 112; MORALES Apostole Christi Iacobe; 
GUERRERO Ibant Apostoli; VICTORIA O lux et decus Hispaniae, 
Ave maris stella; CABEZON De la Virgen; SCHANDERL Lang ist die Zeit;
BEIMEL pilgerlieder • vier Miniaturen (Wer das elent bawen wel I-IV)

Schola Bamberg / Werner Pees (direction)
Rec-date: 2010

The vocal works on this recording would hardly have been sung by the pilgrims en route, but instead in the 
large cathedrals situated along the Camino to Santiago de Compostela. As a result, this repertoire is more 
an expression of sophisticated choral culture and less a reflection of the needs of individual pilgrims and is 
more at home within a liturgical setting rather than in the pilgrims’ hostels. The high quality of the music 
shows the standing of St James for the believers in Europe over the last 1000 years.
The Schola Bamberg was founded in 2002 for the performance of special projects at Bamberg Cathedral, 
one of the most famous Romanic Cathedrals in Germany. The choir comprises of singers who pursue careers 
both as soloists in their own right and as members of renowned European vocal ensembles, such as the 
Collegium Vocale Gent or Singer Pur. It is directed by Domkapellmeister Werner Pees who has himself 
followed the pilgrimage route to Santiago several times.
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AP011 
Barcode: 0794881 992829 
NORMAL PRICE CD 

VIVALDI-PIAZZOLLA 
The four Seasons 
Les Dissonances / David Grimal (violin & direction) 

For the past five years, David Grimal has organised a benefit concert for the homeless, and all proceeds from 
this disc will be donated to the association The Margéniaux. This programme is therefore chosen for a wider 
audience: the famous Four Seasons by Antonio Vivaldi, are associated with the Four Seasons of Buenos Aires 
by Astor Piazzolla. 
An ambitious challenge for the young Aparte label, contributing to a cause dear to David Grimal's heart.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AP009 Beethoven Symphony 7, Violin Concerto

PC10238 
Barcode: 7619990102385
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Silvius Leopold WEISS (1687-1750)
The Dresden Manuscript
Music for two lutes: Sonatas in A major, C major, D major & C flat major*

*Gaetano Nasillo (cello); 
Robert Barto, Karl-Ernst Schröder (lutes)

Although today’s lutenists are gradually bringing much of Silvius Leopold Weiss solo repertoire to the 
modern listener, his ensemble works have remained for the most part a mystery. A fairly substantial part of 
Weiss’s oeuvre can be found in numerous manuscripts scattered all over the globe. The two which contain 
the major part of his now known works are the London Manuscript, British Library Add. 30387 and the 
Dresden Manuscript, Sächsische Landesbibliothek Dresden Mus. 2841-V-1.
The Dresden Manuscript consists of six volumes, the sixth of which contains Partitas by Weiss with 3 volumes 
of accompaniments. These “Partien” are numbered 1 to 9, seven of them being luteparts to ensemble 
compositions of Weiss. Four of these Partien are labelled as lute duos, with three of them bearing a pencil 
remark stating that the missing lute part can also be found in an arrangement for harpsichord. These four 
Partien are the subject of this recording. Karl-Ernst Schröder reconstructed the lost part.
Rec.date: 1998 (formerly available from Symphonia)
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RETR0001
Barcode: 5065001863110
TCHAIKOVSKY 
Manfred Symphony
London Symphony Orchestra 
/ Yuri Simonov
Single CD

RETR0002
Barcode: 5065001863127
BARTÓK 
Concerto for Orchestra
KODÁLY Concerto for 
Orchestra
London Symphony Orchestra 
/ Rafael Fruhbeck de Burgos
Single CD

RETR0003
Barcode: 5065001863134
SIBELIUS Symphony 2, 
Karelia Suite
Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra / Alexander Gibson
Single CD

RETR0004
Barcode: 5065001863141
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Fantasia on Greensleeves, 
Concerto for Oboe and 
Strings, The Lark
Ascending, Fantasia on a 
Theme by Thomas Tallis
Julia Girdwood (oboe); 
David Juritz (violin); 
Consort of London / 
Robert Haydon Clark
Single CD

RETR0005
Barcode: 5065001863158
BRAHMS/SCHOENBERG 
Piano Quartet Op. 25, 
RACHMANINOV/ RESPIGHI
Cinq Etudes-Tableaux
London Philharmonic 
Orchestra / 

Gennady Rozhdestvensky
Single CD

RETR0006
Barcode: 5065001863165
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS 
Symphonies 5 & 6
Academy of St Martin in 
the Fields / 
Sir Neville Marriner
Single CD

RETR0007
Barcode: 5065001863172
ELGAR Symphony No. 1, 
‘In The South’
Academy of St Martin in 
the Fields / 
Sir Neville Marriner
Single CD

RETR0008
Barcode: 5065001863189
ELGAR Violin Concerto
WALTON Violin Concerto
Salvatore Accardo (violin);
London Symphony 
Orchestra
Single CD

RETR0009
Barcode: 5065001863196
JANACEK 
String Quartets 1 & 2
DVORAK 
String Quartet 10
The Vanbrugh String 
Quartet
Single CD

nEw lAbEl!                          bUDgET priCE  

The first 9 titles from the Collins 
Classics Catalogue with brand 
new covers and now at budget 

     price 
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WLCD0330 
Barcode: 4035122 653304
2 CDs ADD 

VERDI – Rigoletto
Richard Tucker (Duke); Renato Capecchi (Rigoletto); 
Gianna D’Angelo (Gilda); Ivan Sardi (Sparafucile); 
Miriam Pirazzini (Maddalena); Aurora Cattelani (Giovanna); 
Vito Susca (Monterone); Giorgio Giorgetti (Marulio); 
Vittorio Pandano (Borsa); Guido Pasella (Ceprano); 
Orchestra & Chorus of the Teatro San Carlo, Naples / 
Francesco Molinari-Pradelli (conductor) 
1959

Superb sound, superb singing.  One of the few recordings of 
US coloratura Gianna D'Angelo, [Jane Angelovich] here in her 
signature rôle.  

100 YEARS OF DER ROSENKAVALIER
WLCD0331 
Barcode: 4035122 653311
3 CDs ADD 

STRAUSS - Der Rosenkavalier
Irene Jessner (Marschallin); Emanuel List (Ochs); 
Jarmilla Novotna (Octavian); Nadine Conner (Sophie); 
Walter Olitzki (Faninal): Thomas Hayward (singer); 
Orchestra & Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera / 
George Szell (conductor) 
live 16/2/1946
FIRST RELEASE

Good sound for the time - some distortion from original 
acetates.

WLCD0333 
Barcode: 4035122 653335
2 CDs ADD 

MOZART-Cosi fan tutte

Teresa Stich-Randall (Fiordiligi); Teresa Berganza (Dorabella); 
Rolando Panerai (Guglielmo); Luigi Alva (Ferrando); 
Mariella Adani (Despina); Marcello Cortis (Don Alfonso); 
Chorus & Orchestra of the Societé des Concerts du 
Conservatoire de Paris / Hans Rosbaud (conductor)
Aix en Provence 1957 
FIRST RELEASE 
Good sound, classy ensemble.


